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ABSTRACT
We describe the problem of automated steering us-
ing computer vision, focusing the analysis and de-
sign on appropriate lateral controllers. We inves-
tigate various static feedback strategies where the
measurements obtained from vision, namely offset
from the centerline at some lookahead distance and
the angle between the road tangent and the orienta-
tion of the vehicle at some lookahead distance, are
directly used for control. Within this setting we ex-
plore the role of lookahead, its relation to the vision
processing delay, the longitudinal velocity and road
geometry. Results from ongoing experiments with
our autonomous vehicle system are presented along
with simulation results.

INTRODUCTION
This paper addresses the problem of designing con-
trol systems for steering a motor vehicle along a
highway using the output from a video camera
mounted inside the vehicle. Several aspects of this
problem have been examined extensively in the past,
both in the psychophysics literature [7] as well as
in control theoretic studies. In the kinematic setting
there have been several attempts to formulate the
vision-based steering task in the image plane [11],
[3]. A stability analysis was provided for an om-
nidirectional mobile base trying to align itself with
a straight road [3] or nonholonomic mobile base
following an arbitrary ground analytic curve [8].
The controllers designed based on kinematic models
were either tested in simulation or in experiments at
speeds below 20 m/s. However at higher speeds dy-
namic effects are quite pertinent and the need for a
dynamic model becomes apparent.
The control problem in a dynamic setting, using

measurements ahead of the vehicle, has been ex-
plored by [9] who proposed a constant control law
proportional to the offset from the centerline at a
look-ahead distance. Their analysis showed that
closed loop stability for this controller can always be
obtained by increasing the look-ahead distance to an
appropriate value. Dickmanns, et al [2] developed
a Kalman-filter based observer which estimated the
state of the vehicle with respect to the road along
with the road geometry and used the estimate for
full state feedback using a pole-placement method.
Further studies typically use a small and fixed look-
ahead distance and the control objective is formu-
lated either at the look-ahead distance [5] or at the
center of gravity of the vehicle [10]. An analysis of
the tradeoffs between the performance requirements
and robustness of the system can be found in [5].
This paper will discuss the problem of automated
steering using computer vision, focusing on the
analysis of the problem and controller design choice.
We propose a static feedback strategy where the
measurements obtained from vision, namely offset
from the centerline and angle between the road tan-
gent and the orientation of the vehicle at some look-
ahead distance, are directly used for control. Within
this setting we explore the role of lookahead, its rela-
tion to the vision processing delay, longitudinal ve-
locity and road geometry.

MODELING
The dynamics of the vehicle can be described by a
detailed 6-DOF nonlinear model [10]. Since it is
possible to decouple the longitudinal and lateral dy-
namics, a linearized model of the lateral vehicle dy-
namics is used for controller design. The linearized
model of the vehicle retains only lateral and yaw dy-
namics, assumes small steering angles and a linear
tire model, and is parameterized by the current lon-



gitudinal velocity. Coupling the two front wheels
and two rear wheels together, the resulting bicycle
model (Figure 1) is described by the following vari-
ables and parameters:
v linear velocity vector (vx, vy), vx denotes speed
�f ; �r side slip angles of the front and rear tires
 vehicle yaw angle within a fixed inertial frame
�f front wheel steering angle
� commanded steering angle
m total mass of the vehicle
I total inertia vehicle around center of gravity (CG)
lf ; lr distance of the front and rear axles from the CG
l distance between the front and the rear axle lf + lr

cf ; cr cornering stiffness of the front and rear tires.
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Fig. 1. The motion of the vehicle is characterized by its
velocityv = (vx; vy) expressed in the vehicle’s iner-
tial frame of reference and its yaw rate _ . The forces
acting on the front and rear wheels are Ff and Fr, re-
spectively.

Parameters for the Honda Accord used in our experi-
ments were m = 1590 kg, I = 2920 kg m2, lf = 1.22
m, lr = 1.62 m, cf = cr = 2 x 60000 N/rad. The cor-
nering stiffness is increased by factor 2 since the two
tires are lumped together.
The lateral dynamics equations are obtained by com-
puting the net lateral force and torque acting on the
vehicle following Newton-Euler equations [6] and
choosing _ and vy, as state variables. The state
equations have the following form:
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where a1 = cf+cr, a2 = crlr�cf lf , a3 = �lfcf+

lrcr, a4 = l2fcf + l2rcr, b1 =
cf
m

and b2 =
lf cf
I 
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Vision Dynamics. The additional measurements
provided by the vision system (see Figure 2) are:
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Fig. 2. The vision system estimates the offset from the
centerline yL and the angle between the road tangent
and heading of the vehicle "L at some look-ahead dis-
tance L.

yL the offset from the centerline at the look-ahead,
"L the angle between the tangent to the road and the

vehicle orientation
KL the curvature of the road at the look-ahead,

L denotes the look-ahead distance. The equations
capturing the evolution of these measurements due
to the motion of the car and changes in the road ge-
ometry are:

_yL = vx "L � vy � _ L (2)

_"L = vx KL �
_ (3)

We can combine the vehicle lateral dynamics and the
vision dynamics into a single dynamical system of
the form:

_x=Ax+B u+Ew

y=C x+Du+ F w

with the state vectorx = [vy; _ ; yL; "L]
T , the output

y = [ _ ; yL; "L]
T and control input u = �f , distur-

bance w = KL and matrices:
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The road curvature KL enters the model as an ex-
ogenous disturbance signal.

VISION SYSTEM
The vision-based lane tracking system used in our
experiments is an improved version of the one pre-
sented at last year’s ITS conference [12]. This sys-
tem takes its input from a single forward-looking
CCD video camera. It extracts potential lane mark-
ers from the input using a simple template-based
scheme. It then finds the best linear fits to the left and
right lane markers over a certain lookahead range
through a variant of the Hough transform. From
these measurements we can compute an estimate for
the lateral position and orientation of the vehicle
with respect to the roadway at a particular lookahead
distance, L.
The vision system is implemented on an array of
TMS320C40 digital signal processors which are
hosted on the bus of an Intel-based industrial com-
puter. The system processes images from the video
camera at a rate of 30 frames per second. The total
delay between the time the shutter on the CCD video
camera is closed and the time the measurements for
that image are available to the control computer is 57
milliseconds. Since the delay is quite substantial we
will explicitly consider it in the controller design.

ANALYSIS
The block diagram of the overall system following
the state equations is shown in Figure 3. The trans-
fer functionV1(s) between the steering angle �f and
offset at the look-ahead yL can be obtained by taking
a Laplace transform of the state equations and has
the following form:

V1(s) =
1

s2

as2 + bs+ c

ds2 + es + f
(5)

where the numerator is a function of both speed and
lookahead distance and the denominator is parame-
terized by the speed of the car. V1(s) can be rewrit-
ten according to Figure 3 by singling out the vehicle
dynamics in terms of �yCG and � followed by the in-
tegrating action 1=s2:

V1(s) =
1

s2
(G(s) + LG2(s)) (6)

where G(s) and G2(s) are transfer functions be-
tween steering angle and lateral acceleration and
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Fig. 3. The block diagram of the overall system with the
two outputs provided by the vision system.

yaw acceleration respectively. There are two addi-
tional components which appear in the block dia-
gram. The actuator A(s) is modeled as a low pass
filter of the commanded steering angle � and a pure
time delay element D(s) = e�Tds representing the
latency Td of the vision subsystem. In our system
Td = 0:057 s. The transfer function C(s) corre-
sponds to the controller to be designed.

Control objective. The vehicle control objective
is to follow the reference path specified by radius
Rref (curvature Kref = 1

Rref
). Perfect tracking of

the road in steady state corresponds to the zero off-
set yCG = 0 of the vehicle’s center of the gravity
from the centerline, with the orientation of the vehi-
cle aligned with the tangent to the road. The speed
is chosen such as not to exceed lateral acceleration
of 0.3-0.4g, where g = 9.81 m/s2, which has been
shown to be comfortably accepted by humans. In
addition to limits on the steady-state lateral accel-
eration an important design criterion is that of pas-
senger comfort. This is typically expressed in terms
of jerk, corresponding to the rate of change of accel-
eration. For a comfortable ride no frequency above
0.1-0.5 Hz should be amplified in the path to lateral
acceleration [5]. Additional road following criteria
can be specified in terms of maximal allowable off-
set yLmax as a response to the step change in curva-
ture as well as bandwidth requirements on the trans-
fer function F (s) =

yL(s)

Kref (s)
. Since the primary

advantage of the vision system is the availability of
measurements at a point ahead of the vehicle, we
will analyze how the choice of the look-ahead dis-
tance L affects the transfer function V1(s) between
steering angle and the offset at the look-ahead. The
analysis will also take into account the processing
delay Td inherent in the vision system which sub-
stantially affects the stability of the system.
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Fig. 4. Increasing the lookahead distance L moves the
zeros of the transfer function V1(s) closer to the real
axis, which improves their damping.

Lookahead. A root locus of the transfer function
V1(s) is in Figure 4. The transfer function V1(s)
has four poles and two zeros, where the damping of
the zero pair affects the location of closed loop poles
and subsequently the transient response of the sys-
tem more profoundly. As the lookahead increases
the zeros move closer to the real axis, improving
the damping of the closed loop poles of V1(s). In-
creasing the velocity moves both poles and zeros of
V1(s) towards the imaginary axis, resulting in a poor
damping of the poles. The choice of proper looka-
head distance is therefore important for stability and
performance of the system.

Delay. Another parameter which affects the behav-
ior of the overall system is the delay associated with
the vision system. The delay element adds an addi-
tional phase lag over the whole range of frequencies
having a clear destabilizing effect on the overall sys-
tem and limiting the system’s bandwidth. More de-
tailed analysis can be found in [6], [1].

Controller Design. Analysis reveals that up to 15
m/s the lookahead one can guarantee satisfactory
damping of the closed loop poles of V1(s) and com-
pensate for the delay using simple unity feedback
control with proportional gain in the forward loop.
As the velocity increases the transient response is
affected more by the poor damping of the poles of
V1(s) introducing additional phase lag around the
0.1-2 Hz. Since further increasing the lookahead
does not improve the damping, gain compensation
only cannot achieve satisfactory performance. The
natural choice for obtaining an additional phase lead
in the frequency range 0.1-2 Hz would be to intro-

duce some derivative action. In order to keep the
bandwidth low an additional lag term is necessary.
One satisfactory lead-lag controller has the follow-
ing form:

C(s) =
0:09s+ 0:18

0:025s2 + 1:5s+ 20
(7)

where C(s) is a lead network in series with a single
pole. The above controller was designed for a veloc-
ity of 30 m/s (108 km/h, 65 mph), a lookahead of 15
m and 60 ms delay. The resulting closed loop system
has a bandwidth of 0.45 Hz with a phase lead of 45�

at the crossover frequency. A discretized version of
the above controller taking into account the 30 ms
sampling time of the vision system have been used
in our experiments.
Since increasing the speed has a destabilizing effect
on V1(s), designing the controller for the highest
intended speed guarantees stability at lower speeds
and achieves satisfactory ride quality. In order to
tighten the tracking performance at lower speeds
individual controllers can be designed for various
speed ranges and gain scheduling techniques used to
interpolate between them.
The steady state behavior of the system during per-
fect tracking of a curve with radius Rref , is charac-
terized by particular values of _ ref ; vyref and �ref .
By setting the [ _vy; � ; _yL; _"L]

T to 0, the steering an-
gle �ref can be obtained from state equations and be-
comes:

�ref = Kref (l �
(lfcf � lrcr)v

2
xm

crcf l
) : (8)

The feedforward control law essentially provides in-
formation about the disturbance ahead of the car and
improves the transient behavior of the system when
encountering changes in curvature. The effective-
ness of the feedforward term depends on the quality
of the curvature estimates. We discuss the curvature
estimation process as part of the observer design in
the next section .

OBSERVER ISSUES AND DESIGN
In order to apply modern state space control tech-
niques we require access to the states of the system.
This is usually accomplished by constructing an ob-
server. Our first step is to rewrite state equations in
the following form:

_x = A(vx)x+B�f (9)



where x = [vy; _ ; yL; "L; KL]
T and

A(vx) =
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Note that the state vector x has been augmented
with the road curvature KL since we are interested
in estimating this parameter as well. This differen-
tial equation can be converted to discrete time in the
usual manner by assuming that the control input, �f ,
is constant over the sampling interval T .

x(k + 1) = �(vx)x(k) + �u(k) (10)

Equation (10) allows us to predict how the state of
the system will evolve between sampling intervals.
Measurements of the system state can be obtained
from two sources: the vision system provides us
with measurements of yL and "L, while the on-board
fiber optic gyro provides us with measurements of
the yaw rate of the vehicle, _ . Our use of the yaw
rate sensor measurements is analogous to the way
in which information from the proprioceptive sys-
tem is used in animate vision. Considering y =h
_ ; yL; "L

iT
the measurement equation for our sys-

tem can be written as in Equation 4:

y = Cx (11)

The measurement vector y is used to update an es-
timate for the state of the system x̂ as shown in the
following equation:

x̂
+(k) = x̂

�(k) + L(y(k)� Cx̂�(k)) (12)

where x̂�(k) and x̂+(k) denote the state estimate
before and after the sensor update respectively.
The gain matrix L can be chosen in a number of
ways [4], depending on the assumptions one makes
about the availability of noise statistics and the cri-
terion one chooses to optimize.
Experimental Results. The controller was tested
both in simulation and in real experiments. In the
simulation the full nonlinear model of the vehicle
has been used and the design has been tested for var-
ious road scenarios (see Figure 5). The maximum
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Fig. 5. Tracking changes in curvature without intermedi-
ate straight line segments for various velocities. Ref-
erence path with straight line segment, followed by
two curved segments with K1ref = 0.002 m�1 and
K2ref = -0.002m�1 is followed at v = 15m/s.

Fig. 6. Camera’s view of the Honda Accord used in ex-
periments

offset did not exceed 10 cm and the lateral acceler-
ation was within passenger comfort standards. The
initial experiments were carried out with the actual
vehicle on the stretch of California highway, with
speeds varying between 20-70 mph.

With the introduction of the lead-lag controller and
an observer to filter noise from our measurements,
we were able to take our experimental vehicle to
speeds of 90 mph for extended periods of time with-
out any degradation in passenger comfort. The lat-
eral controller has been subsequently integrated into
a system with a velocity controller, obstacle de-
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Fig. 7. (a) The offset at the lookahead yL used for control
purposes. (b) Commanded steering angle.

tection and avoidance system, and an intra-vehicle
communication system.

CONCLUSIONS
The main focus of this analysis was on the role of
the look-ahead and the delay in the design of a steer-
ing controller. The delay plays an important role in
the system and should be taken into account explic-
itly in case of output feedback strategies, such as
the ones we presented. We showed that sufficiently
large look-ahead and appropriate choice of gain can
compensate for the additional phase lag introduced
by delay and vehicle dynamics at lower velocities.
At higher velocities additional lead action was in-
troduced in order to achieve desired phase margin.
Since the criteria for passenger comfort put quite
stringent limits on the bandwidth of the system an
additional pole (lag) was necessary in order to keep
the low bandwidth.
The resulting controller has been tested both in sim-
ulation and experiments. Further experiments for
different road scenarios and detailed performance
evaluation of the experimental testbed are currently
being performed.
Introducing a real-time observer process into the
system not only reduces the noise inherent in the
system’s sensor measurements, but also provides an

accurate estimate of the current vehicle state, cir-
cumventing the delay in the vision system and per-
mitting the implementation of more advanced state-
space based controllers.
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